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Abstract—Biodynamic feedthrough (BDFT) refers to the feedthrough of vehicle accelerations through the human body, leading to involuntary control device inputs. BDFT impairs control performance in a large range of vehicles under various circumstances. Research shows that BDFT strongly depends on adaptations in the neuromuscular admittance dynamics of the human body. This paper proposes a model-based approach of BDFT mitigation that accounts for these neuromuscular adaptations. The method was tested, as proof-of-concept, in an experiment where participants inside a motion simulator controlled a simulated vehicle through a virtual tunnel. Through evaluating tracking performance and control effort with and without motion disturbance active and with and without cancellation active, the effectiveness of the cancellation was evaluated. Results show that the cancellation approach is successful: the detrimental effects of BDFT were largely removed.

Index Terms—Biodynamic feedthrough (BDFT), mitigation, neuromuscular adaptation, neuromuscular admittance.

I. INTRODUCTION

BIODYNAMIC feedthrough (BDFT) refers to the phenomenon where vehicle accelerations feed through the human body and cause involuntary limb motions which, in turn, result in involuntary control inputs [1], [2]. BDFT is a problem for a large range of vehicles and occurs under very different conditions [3]–[8]. It reduces comfort, control performance and in some cases even safety is impaired. Finding ways to mitigate or cancel this phenomenon is important.

BDFT has been studied for several decades. Already in the earlier studies it was recognized that BDFT is a complex problem of which the details are only poorly understood [9]. This conclusion is in many ways still true today. Throughout the years various sources of influence have been identified and although steady progress was made in understanding them, there are still many unanswered questions.

A main motivator for research is the desire to reduce the BDFT effects on manual control performance. Several mitigation techniques have been suggested. For instance, an active vibration isolation system was developed [10], [11], which isolates the human operator (HO) from vehicle accelerations by actively compensating for platform accelerations. A similar approach is used in recent work on backhoe excavators [8]. An adaptive filtering technique was proposed in [12] and tested in [13]. Results of another approach, force reflection, which cancels BDFT effects by opposing the involuntary forces it causes, are presented in [14]. This technique was also successfully used in [15]. In [16], a robust controller to suppress BDFT effects using μ-synthesis was developed. These examples illustrate the fact that a range of studies have been devoted to BDFT mitigation and that many different ways of achieving that goal exist. For a review of the possible BDFT mitigation methods, the reader is referred to [17].

This paper aims to contribute to the existing body of knowledge regarding BDFT mitigation, by proposing and experimentally evaluating a novel mitigation approach: an admittance-adaptive, model-based signal cancellation technique. The most important contribution of this technique is the inclusion of an important influence on BDFT dynamics that has thus far not, or at least not systematically, been accounted for in other mitigation schemes: the adaptive neuromuscular dynamics of the human body.

Human body dynamics vary between persons, for example due to different body sizes and weights, and also within one person over time. Humans can adapt their body’s neuromuscular dynamics through muscle co-contraction and modulation of reflexive activity in response to, e.g., task instruction, workload, and fatigue [18]. The highly variable human body dynamics are amongst the most influential, complex and poorly understood causes for BDFT variability [19], [20]. For a successful mitigation of BDFT, these variabilities must be understood and accounted for [21].

The mitigation approach proposed here is model-based: it relies on a model to “predict” the involuntary BDFT-induced control inputs. Mitigation is done using signal cancellation, that is, by subtracting the predicted involuntary input from
Each model block in Fig. 1 contains a transfer function (indicated with $H$) describing the dynamics of the system it represents. The HO is controlling a controlled element (CE) by comparing the current state $y_{	ext{CE}}(t)$ with a certain goal state $y_{	ext{goal}}(t)$. The CE can be perturbed by a disturbance signal, $d(t)$, for which the operator should correct. The operator can control the state of the CE by means of a CD. Commands are applied by exerting forces, $F_{\text{arm}}(t)$, on the CD, resulting in a deflection, $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$, which enters the CE.

Motion disturbances $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ typically originate from the motion of a vehicle, referred to as the platform (PLF). These disturbances affect the human-machine system in two ways: 1) CD feedthrough (CDFT), where the CD mass converts the PLF accelerations to inertia forces $F_{\text{cdft}}(t)$ and 2) BDFT, where the PLF accelerations induce unintentional limb motions, causing involuntary forces applied to the CD, which in turn result in involuntary CD deflections. Note that BDFT includes the occurrence of both involuntary forces and involuntary deflections (positions). To distinguish between these two related effects, it is proposed in [1] to refer to them as BDFT to forces (B2F) and BDFT to positions (B2P), respectively.

In model-based BDFT cancellation, one can cancel either involuntary forces or involuntary positions, which requires a B2F or B2P dynamics model, respectively. The solution proposed here involves signal cancellation (in contrast to force cancellation), and hence requires a B2P dynamics model.

A BDFT system can be classified as being “closed-loop” (CL) or “open-loop” (OL), depending on whether the operator’s inputs influence the PLF motion, or not. Both CL and OL BDFT systems are important, and are included in Fig. 1 by a switch. In case of an OL BDFT system, the input to the PLF can be regarded as external (denoted as “ext.” in Fig. 1). This paper only considers OL systems; the BDFT system model can be adapted to also represent CL systems.

The HO block can be split into the central nervous system (CNS), and NMS [18]. The CNS consists of the brain and spinal cord of the HO and is responsible for all cognitive control commands, mainly involving voluntary control inputs; CNS commands are neurally transmitted to the NMS through $n_{\text{cog}}(t)$. The NMS represents the dynamics of the limb, connected to the CD, and contains body parts such as bones, muscles, etc. The interface $H_{\text{PLFHO}}$ describes the dynamics of the connection between the PLF and the HO, involving, for example, seat suspension or the effect of seat belts. These dynamics are sometimes referred to as the “seat transmissibility” and determine how accelerations enter the operator’s body. The interface $H_{\text{HOCD}}$ describes the dynamics of the connection between HO and CD, e.g., grip visco-elasticity or the effects of an arm rest. This interface determines how limb motions result in applied forces $F_{\text{arm}}(t)$.

The neuromuscular admittance, providing an estimate of the neuromuscular limb dynamics, can be measured using a force disturbance $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$, also shown in Fig. 1. Neuromuscular admittance represents limb dynamics by describing the relation between a force input and a position output of a limb [22]. Note that admittance is not part of the BDFT problem itself, but obtaining it can be relevant because BDFT dynamics depend on neuromuscular admittance [1], [20].

The total input—which contains both voluntary and involuntary components—BDFT is canceled. This in contrast to the alternative technique of force cancellation, where the involuntary force is reflected by the control device (CD). Finally, the approach is admittance-adaptive, a term used here to indicate the model’s ability to account for changes in the settings of the neuromuscular system (NMS). The NMS dynamics are commonly described through the neuromuscular admittance [22].

The novel admittance-adaptive feature of the proposed BDFT mitigation approach will be implemented in an elementary fashion, as a proof-of-concept. We used an experimental setup where participants inside a motion simulator were asked to fly a simulated vehicle through a virtual tunnel, a so-called “highway-in-the-sky” (HITS). Through measurements with and without motion disturbances active, and with and without cancellation active, the method was evaluated.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the BDFT system model that stands at the basis of our research. Some general considerations regarding BDFT mitigation are provided in Section III. Based on these, our mitigation approach is discussed in Section IV, followed by an experimental description, Section V. Results are discussed in Section VI; this paper ends with the conclusions in Section VII.

II. BIODYNAMIC FEEDTHROUGH SYSTEM MODEL

The BDFT system model [23], shown in Fig. 1, includes all high-level elements that play a role in the BDFT phenomenon. This general system model is different from the specific BDFT model, which will be introduced shortly and aims to describe a particular part of the BDFT phenomenon for cancellation purposes. Fig. 1 indicates this latter part as $H_{\text{B2P}}^{\text{mod}}$.

![Fig. 1. BDFT system model. An HO controls a CE using a CD. Motion disturbances $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ are coming from the PLF. The feedthrough of $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ to involuntary applied forces $F_{\text{arm}}(t)$ and involuntary CD deflections $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$ is called CDFT. The feedthrough of $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ to inertia forces $F_{\text{cdft}}(t)$ is called CDFT. $F_{\text{app}}(t)$ is the sum of the forces applied to the CD by the HO. The HO consists of a CNS and an NMS. The connection between the HO and the environment is governed by two “interfaces,” $H_{\text{PLFHO}}$ and $H_{\text{HOCD}}$. The CE and PLF can form an OL or CL system. In this paper, a BDFT model $H_{\text{B2P}}^{\text{mod}}$ is used to estimate the involuntary part of the CD deflections, $\theta_{\text{cd}}^{\text{mod}}(t)$. This signal is subtracted from the total CD deflections $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$ to cancel BDFT.](image-url)
With two disturbance inputs \( M_{\text{dist}}(t) \) and \( F_{\text{dist}}(t) \) active, the CD deflection signal \( \theta_{\text{cd}}(t) \) has a number of components

\[
\theta_{\text{cd}}(t) = \theta_{\text{cd}}^{F\text{dist}}(t) + \theta_{\text{cd}}^{M\text{dist}}(t) + \theta_{\text{cd}}^{\text{cog}}(t) + \theta_{\text{cd}}^{\text{rem}}(t) \tag{1}
\]

where superscripts \( F\text{dist} \) and \( M\text{dist} \) mark the contributions of the force and motion disturbances. Note that \( \theta_{\text{cd}}^{M\text{dist}}(t) \) is the involuntary part of the control input caused by the acceleration signal, i.e., the BDFT effect. The superscript \( \text{cog} \) denotes the cognitive part in the CD deflection, i.e., the deflection due to voluntary control actions coming from \( H_{\text{CNS}} \). The remaining part, the remnant, is denoted with the superscript \( \text{rem} \).

It can be defined as the operator’s control output that is not linearly correlated with the system inputs (here the disturbance signals) [24]. In our BDFT system model, remnant originates from the remnant force signal \( F_{\text{arm}}^{\text{rem}}(t) \).

Model-based signal cancellation is indicated in Fig. 1 with dotted lines: motion disturbance signal \( M_{\text{dist}}(t) \) forms the input for the BDFT model \( H_{\text{mod}}^{B2P} \). The model output, \( \theta_{\text{mod}}(t) \), represents an estimate of the involuntary part of CD deflection \( \theta_{\text{cd}}^{M\text{dist}}(t) \), and is subtracted from the total CD deflection signal \( \theta_{\text{cd}}(t) \). The result is a "corrected" CD deflection signal, \( \theta_{\text{can}}(t) \), which enters the CE. If the contribution \( \theta_{\text{cd}}^{M\text{dist}}(t) \) is largely canceled by \( \theta_{\text{mod}}(t) \), the cancellation is successful. Note that through signal cancellation, the actual, physical deflection of the CD is not changed, only the input to the CE is adjusted. Also note that if cancellation is not active, \( \theta_{\text{can}}(t) \) is equal to \( \theta_{\text{cd}}(t) \).

III. Mitigation Considerations

A. Between- and Within-Subject Variability

BDFT is known to depend on many different factors [9]. Using Fig. 1 they can be broadly identified. Some examples: the CD dynamics \( H_{\text{CD}} \) affect how involuntary forces result in involuntary deflections [9], [25]; adding or removing an armrest changes the \( H_{\text{HOCD}} \) dynamics and with that the BDFT dynamics [26], [27]. There are many more factors which play a role, but when considering BDFT for one particular vehicle, with a certain cockpit layout, most of these influencing factors become invariant.

An important exception to this is the HO. The variabilities between and within HOs renders BDFT a variable, dynamic relationship, both varying between different persons (between-subject variability), but also within one person over time (within-subject variability). Previous research suggests that for a successful model-based cancellation of BDFT, both between- and within-subject variability need to be taken into account, as otherwise the cancellation might fail [21].

What This Implies: For successful cancellation, the BDFT model needs to be both personalized for each participant and adapted to the situation at hand.

B. Types of Biodynamic Feedthrough

Before constructing a BDFT model, a choice needs to be made regarding which type of BDFT dynamics is to be modeled. Venrooij et al. [25] proposed that the BDFT response can be separated in several related dynamical relationships, such as B2P and B2F [1].

The former, B2P, describes the transfer dynamics from vehicle accelerations (e.g., in m/s²) to involuntary CD deflections (e.g., in rad). For the latter, B2F, two variations exist. One way of obtaining B2F is determining the dynamics between vehicle accelerations \( M_{\text{dist}} \) and forces \( F_{\text{arm}} \). These dynamics are labeled B2F in CL (B2FCL) as the force signal \( F_{\text{arm}} \) is contained in a CL system. Another way of obtaining B2F is by “opening” this loop and calculating the transfer dynamics between accelerations and the OL force applied to the CD (not shown in Fig. 1). This OL force is that part of the force signal \( F_{\text{arm}}(t) \) which is directly and solely due to the acceleration disturbances; these dynamics are called B2F in OL (B2FOL) (see [1], [2] for details).

For signal cancellation—the type of cancellation applied here—a B2P model is required. As was argued in [23], there are several benefits in exploiting the relationship between B2P and B2FCL+ dynamics in this case. It can be shown that

\[
H_{B2P}(s) = \frac{H_{\text{CD}}(s)H_{B2FCL}^+}{H_{B2FCL}(s)}
\]

implying that the B2P dynamics can be easily obtained from the B2FCL+ dynamics. So, by constructing the model on B2FCL+ data and then multiplying the model with the known and fixed CD dynamics, a B2P model is obtained [1], [23]. It should be noted that the same approach and experiment can be used to validate a force cancellation approach, using a B2FOL+ model. This is not pursued in this paper.

What This Implies: For signal cancellation, a B2P model is required, which can be obtained through a B2FCL+ model, multiplied with the known CD dynamics.

C. Neuromuscular Admittance

Neuromuscular admittance represents limb dynamics by describing the relation between a force input and a position output of a limb. The admittance can vary strongly through muscle co-contraction and modulation of reflexive activity in response to, e.g., task instruction, workload, and fatigue [18]. As humans in actual vehicle control tasks also change their neuromuscular settings to the task at hand, these variations in BDFT dynamics need to be accounted for.

What This Implies: Successful model-based BDFT cancellation requires the model to account for variability in the BDFT dynamics due to neuromuscular adaptations; this feature can be referred to as an admittance-adaptive capability.

D. Role of Cognitive Corrective Inputs

Little is known about how voluntary cognitive control inputs affect the involuntary BDFT-induced control inputs. One generally assumes that an HO is capable of correcting for at least parts of involuntary inputs. As human control capabilities are limited in bandwidth, it is safe to assume that these cognitive corrections are also limited up to a certain frequency, e.g., to 1 Hz [28]. To determine how exactly an HO realizes cognitive BDFT corrections, e.g., whether these are based on

1Note that this relationship makes use of so-called “uncorrected” B2FCL dynamics, indicated with a superscript +. The dynamics are not corrected for CDFT dynamics. As the final goal is to create a B2P model, correcting the B2FCL dynamics is not required (see [1]).
visual or proprioceptive information, or how they depend on workload and task difficulty, requires more research.

The effects of cognitive corrective inputs are not the focus of this paper, but nevertheless, their presence may have some implications for the cancellation approach proposed here. Especially for the measurements in which data are obtained to construct the BDFT cancellation models, the identification measurements, the presence of cognitive corrective inputs can be, in fact, detrimental. If the operator invests cognitive control effort in correcting (a part of) the BDFT effects, these effects are thus removed from the BDFT measurements. As a consequence, any BDFT model based on these data will not model these and, when using this model in model-based BDFT cancellation, will not correct for them either. This means that the same amount of cognitive control effort will be required from the operator whether mitigation is active or not, as these effects will still have to be corrected manually. In other words, the harder the participant works in the identification measurements, the “lazier” the BDFT model will become.

What This Implies: The presence of cognitive corrective inputs requires special attention, especially in the identification measurements on which the BDFT models are based.

IV. MITIGATION APPROACH

A. Highway-in-the-Sky

This paper is loosely based on a rotorcraft application, without burdening the experiment with the complexities of realistic helicopter flight simulation. The CDs were those used in typical helicopters; the simulated vehicle dynamics were highly simplified helicopter roll dynamics. Participants were asked to fly this vehicle through an HITS, i.e., a virtual tunnel [29].

The HITS representation was chosen for two reasons. First, it provides a close-to-realistic vehicle control task, where a vehicle moves through 3-D space. The tunnel image provides performance bounds and reference to current and future target positions [29], similar to many real-life vehicle control tasks.

Second, the HITS provides a means to impose an adaptation of the neuromuscular dynamics on the participant. By changing the size of the tunnel frames, the performance bounds can be altered [29]; in a narrow tunnel, pilots will need to increase co-contraction and reflexive activity to stay inside the tunnel, and vice versa. This change occurs largely intuitively, but by additionally instructing participants to react to the changes in the tunnel frames, a robust way of changing NMS dynamics during the experiment was obtained.

B. Neuromuscular Adaptation

In our experiment, the HITS consisted of square tunnel frames of two sizes and colors: 1) wide white frames and 2) narrow red frames. The instruction for both types of frames was to stay inside the tunnel. For the wide white tunnel this should be done with minimum control effort, largely ignoring the exact vehicle position within the tunnel and only steering when necessary to remain inside the tunnel. For the narrow red tunnel, the instruction was to follow the center of the tunnel frames as closely as possible, requiring maximum control effort.

With these task instructions, the “optimal” NMS settings varied between “passive relaxed” and “active stiff.” These settings correspond to two of the classic NMS tasks [30]: 1) the “relax task” (RT), with the instruction to use a passive neuromuscular setting of the arm while holding the CD and 2) the “position task” (PT), with the instruction to use a stiff setting of the NMS to keep the position of the CD in the centered position. Hence, an HITS section with wide white tunnel frames is referred to as an “RT section,” one with narrow red frames as an “PT section.”

C. Model Development Step 1: Identification Measurements

In the first step, the identification measurements, BDFT dynamics were measured for each participant while performing classic relax and PTs, a method used in many previous studies (see [20]). These measurements formed the basis of two BDFT models: one representing BDFT dynamics in the RT sections, the other the BDFT dynamics in the PT sections. In a later stage these models served to “predict” the involuntary control inputs (see Fig. 1). To minimize the role of cognitive corrective inputs, no visual feedback was provided. Participants were still able to perform the instructed control tasks, as they only relate to how the neuromuscular setting of the arm responds to force disturbances [30].

D. Model Development Step 2: Parameter Estimation

In the second step, the data of the identification measurements were used to develop two B2P models. The model structure and parameter estimation approach are described in detail in [23]. In short, the approach uses a modeling technique referred to as “asymptote modeling”: by combining a number of base functions, with particular asymptotic characteristics, the measured B2FCL dynamics can be accurately modeled in the frequency domain. This method yields a mathematical model with 16 parameters, and the following model structure:

\[ H_{\text{mod}}^{\text{B2FCL}}(s) = KH_{D}^{2}(s)H_{B}^{2}(s)H_{D}^{2}(s)H_{B}^{4}(s) \]

where \( s \) is the Laplace operator, \( K \) is a scaling gain, and the \( H_{B}^{k} \) terms are the base functions (where \( k \) is the base function number). Each base function has the following structure:

\[ H_{B}^{2}(s, f_{nk}, \zeta_{k}, \gamma_{k}) = \left(1 + 2\zeta_{k}(2\pi f_{nk})s + s^{2}/(2\pi f_{nk})^{2}\right)^{\gamma_{k}} \]

where \( f_{nk} \) is the natural frequency [Hz], \( \zeta_{k} \) the damping factor [-], and \( \gamma_{k} \) the order [-]. Note that if \( \gamma_{k} = -1 \) the base function describes typical mass-spring-damper dynamics. Venrooij et al. [23] showed that the orders of the five base functions can be chosen as \( \gamma_{1} = -1, \gamma_{2} = +2, \gamma_{3} = -2, \gamma_{4} = +2 \) and \( \gamma_{5} = -1 \).

The remaining parameters of each base function are obtained by fitting the model on the measured B2FCL dynamics (using MATLAB’s lsqnonlin function). Multiplying the obtained model with the known CD dynamics yields the B2P model [compare with (2)]

\[ H_{\text{B2P}}^{\text{mod}}(s) = H_{CD}(s)H_{\text{mod}}^{\text{B2FCL}}(s). \]
As the CD dynamics are described with three parameters, the resulting B2P model contains 19 parameters.

E. Model Development Step 3: Implementation

In this paper, the adaptation of the model to the two neuromuscular settings, PT and RT, was implemented using a simple switching strategy based on the vehicle location in the HITS. When positioned in a PT section, the PT model was used (was “active”); in an RT section, the RT model was used.

This switching strategy is still far from a truly adaptive approach, where the model parameters would be adapted in real-time, based on a continuous measurement of the neuromuscular dynamics. Currently, the techniques required to accurately and robustly obtain these measurements are under development [31], [32]. Hence, as a proof-of-concept, the approach is implemented in this elementary fashion. Proving that successful cancellation is possible using this suboptimal approach will provide additional confidence that the concept itself is sound and can be improved as new techniques emerge.

Finally, it should be noted that in this experiment, the participant only controlled the virtual vehicle and not the motion of the simulator. Hence, the acceleration disturbance $M_{dist}$ was not affected by the operator’s control inputs, an “OL” situation which allowed us to accurately measure the BDFT dynamics also during the cancellation experiment.

F. Cancellation Experiment: Conditions

The cancellation experiment had two independent variables: 1) the task (TSK) and 2) condition (COND). The two TSK levels were PT and RT. There were four COND levels: the condition in which the cancellation was active will be referred to as the cancellation condition (CAN). In addition, two baseline conditions were used: 1) a static condition (STA), in which no acceleration disturbances were applied (simulator not moving) and 2) a motion condition (MOT), in which acceleration disturbances were applied but cancellation was inactive. Comparing control performance between the STA, MOT, and CAN conditions provides insight in how the acceleration disturbances cause the performance to deteriorate and how much of the original performance can be restored with cancellation.

To investigate the importance of within-subject variability and the effects of neuromuscular settings on cancellation, a fourth condition was added, in which the cancellation was done in an “incongruent” fashion, i.e., the PT model was applied in the RT HITS sections and vice versa. This condition will be referred to as the incongruent condition (INC).

V. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

A. Hypotheses

The experiment aimed at testing three hypotheses.

1) The BDFT Hypothesis: BDFT will occur in the MOT and will result in decreased control performance and increased effort as compared to the STA.

2) The Cancellation Hypothesis: With cancellation active (CAN), performance will improve, effort will decrease as compared to the condition without cancellation (MOT); performance and effort are partially restored to the values obtained in the STA.

3) The Incongruency Hypothesis: Incongruent cancellation (INC) leads to lower performance and higher effort than obtained with congruent cancellation (CAN).

B. Apparatus

The experiment was performed in TU Delft’s SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) [33]. The CDs were electrically-actuated helicopter controls (collective and cyclic) with adjustable dynamics. For this experiment only the cyclic roll axis was used for lateral control inputs. The cyclic roll stick had a length $650 \text{ [mm]}$, stiffness $1.000 \text{ [N/deg]}$, damping $0.0516 \text{ [Ns/deg]}$, and inertia $0.0162 \text{ [Ns}^2\text{/deg]}$; no nonlinearities were simulated.

A helicopter seat was used, in which the participants were strapped-in with a five-point safety belt. Visual information was displayed on a head-down display (15-in LCD, $1024 \times 768$ pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) in front of the participant. Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup.

C. Participants

Data were collected for 11 male participants (Table I). One participant was left-handed, all others were right-handed. Their body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing a person’s weight (in kg) by height squared (in m$^2$), and is a measure of the total amount of body fat in adults [34]. Values between 19 and 25 are considered to be normal (mesomorph) [34]. Two participants had higher values (endomorph).
TABLE II
REpetitions Per Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Straight HITS</th>
<th>STA</th>
<th>MOT</th>
<th>CAN</th>
<th>INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Curved HITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curved HITS</th>
<th>STA</th>
<th>MOT</th>
<th>CAN</th>
<th>INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Experimental Execution

Participants received task instructions before entering the simulator. Once installed in the simulator, the participants received training (approx. 10 min). To familiarize the participant with the vehicle dynamics, the HITS and the tasks, the first training run was performed without motion in a straight HITS with several RT and PT sections. The second training was performed in the same HITS, but with the motion disturbance activated. In the third and fourth training run, the participant was presented with a curved HITS. In these runs, participants were instructed to attain a consistent and repeatable neuromuscular setting in the different sections.

After training, the participant’s BDFT dynamics were measured in the identification measurements. Here, no visual information was displayed, and participants performed, in random order, five RTs and five PTs. When these were completed, the participant received a break of approximately 10 min, during which the model parameters were estimated.

In the cancellation experiment, participants were presented with both straight and curved HITS sections (more details will follow). Table II shows the number of repetitions per condition for each participant. A 10 min break was held after completing one-third and two-thirds of the total number of repetitions.

E. Vehicle Dynamics

The vehicle that the participants controlled moved forward at a constant speed of 25 m/s (≈50 knots); its dynamics represented highly-simplified helicopter roll dynamics. These simplified dynamics were used for two main reasons. First, they resulted in a direct coupling between control inputs and vehicle response, yielding a strong correspondence between inputs and performance, making performance a more reliable metric. Second, because of the simple vehicle dynamics, the experiment could be performed by nonexpert pilots, which facilitated data collection.

The vehicle responded only to lateral control inputs (roll). As can be seen in Fig. 1, the input for the vehicle dynamics was the signal \( \theta_{\text{can}}(t) \), which was either equal to the CD deflection \( \theta_{\text{cd}}(t) \) (in the STA and MOT conditions), or the difference between \( \theta_{\text{cd}}(t) \) and the output of the BDFT model, \( \theta_{\text{cd}}^{\text{mod}}(t) \) (in the CAN and INC conditions). The vehicle roll angle \( \phi \) was directly coupled to the control input

\[
\phi(t) = K_\phi \theta_{\text{can}}(t)
\]

where \( K_\phi \) is the roll gain, set to 0.05.

F. HITS Configuration

The HITS tunnel frames were 25 m apart, such that at a speed of 25 m/s approximately one frame would pass every second. The width and height of the RT section frames were 25 m, for the PT sections this was 5 m.

Four different HITS were used during the experiment.
1) \textit{STR-PT}: A straight HITS consisting of a PT section.
2) \textit{STR-RT}: A straight HITS consisting of an RT section.
3) \textit{CUR-PTRT}: A curved HITS with a PT section, followed by an RT section.
4) \textit{CUR-RTPT}: A curved HITS with an RT section, followed by a PT section.

Each RT and PT section consisted of 50 frames. In addition, each tunnel started with a straight lead-in section of five frames. The CUR tunnels had an additional straight lead-out section of five frames. In total, the STR tunnels had a length of 55 frames (5+50), the CUR tunnels had a length of 110 frames (5+50+50+5). During the cancellation experiment, the different HITS were presented in random order. Each HITS was repeated three times for each participant and each condition, yielding the number of repetitions listed in Table II. Note that the CUR-type HITS contained both a PT and RT section, so three repetitions of both CUR-types resulted in six repetitions of the PT and RT condition.

The HITS trajectory was defined in an \( x-z \) coordinate frame. The curved trajectory was constructed by summing two sinusoids with a chosen frequency and phase shift

\[
x = K_x \sum_{k=1}^{2} \sin(2\pi f_k z + p_k \frac{\pi}{180})
\]

where \( K_x \) is a scaling gain, \( z \) are values of the \( z \)-coordinate, and \( f_k \) and \( p_k \) are the frequency and phase shift of the sinusoid, respectively. The chosen parameters are listed in Table III. The frequencies \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) were chosen low enough to not require any high frequency control inputs. With a speed of 25 m/s, the required steering frequency to follow the individual sinusoids were 0.02 and 0.01 Hz, respectively, well below the frequency content of the two disturbance signals (discussed below). The difference between CUR-PTRT and CUR-RTPT, apart from the order of the PT and RT sections, was a phase shift. In the analysis, the results obtained in the CUR-PTRT and CUR-RTPT tunnels are combined.

TABLE III
Curved HITS Parameters: CUR-XXYY refers to a curved Hits, consisting of an XX section, followed by a YY section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( K_s )</th>
<th>( f_1 )</th>
<th>( f_2 )</th>
<th>( p_1 )</th>
<th>( p_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUR-PTRT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8 \cdot 10^{-4}</td>
<td>4 \cdot 10^{-4}</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR-RTPT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8 \cdot 10^{-4}</td>
<td>4 \cdot 10^{-4}</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M. disturbance signals was equal in all conditions. For the motion sections. Gains were tuned to obtain high squared coherences participants to attain a stiffer neuromuscular setting in the PT change in task, that is, the increase in force gain helped H. Calculating B2P and B2FCL

Fig. 3. PSD of the two disturbance signals $M_{\text{dist}}$ and $F_{\text{dist}}$. The magnitude of $F_{\text{dist}}$ was varied between the RT and PT sections.

G. Disturbance Signals

In the experiment, two disturbance signals were applied simultaneously: 1) a motion disturbance signal $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ on the simulator’s motion base and 2) a force disturbance signal $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$ on the CD (Fig. 2). The former signal was used to determine the BDFT (B2P and B2FCL+) dynamics, the latter signal was used to determine the NMS admittance.

Both disturbance signals were multinesis, defined by their frequency components. The length of the disturbance signals for the STR tunnels (with 55 frames) was 60 s, and for the longer CUR tunnels (110 frames) 120 s. These signal lengths were sufficient for the experiment.

The disturbance signals were separated in frequency, to allow distinguishing the response due to each disturbance in the measured signals [20], [30]. The frequency content of the disturbance signals was equal in all conditions. For the motion disturbance signal $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$, 24 logarithmically-spaced pairs of frequency points, referred to as $\omega_m$, were chosen between 0.1 and 21.4 Hz. The force disturbance $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$ was applied to measure admittance, a secondary objective. Hence, to minimize the influence of $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$ on control behavior and performance, the frequency range of $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$ was limited to high frequencies only: 18 logarithmically-spaced pairs of frequency points were chosen between 0.78 and 23.5 Hz; these frequency points are referred to as $\omega_f$. There existed no overlap between $\omega_m$ and $\omega_f$. Fig. 3 shows the power-spectral-densities (PSDs) of the two disturbance signals.

The gain used for the $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ signal was 0.8, resulting in a maximum acceleration of 3.67 m/s$^2$, maximum velocity of 1.12 m/s and a maximum position 0.72 m. For the force disturbance $F_{\text{dist}}$, the gain for the PT section was 5.0, and for the RT section 2.0 (note the difference in magnitude in Fig. 3). The gain was varied for two main reasons: 1) to keep the standard deviations of the CD deflections in the RT and PT sections approximately similar [20] and 2) as a “haptic reminder” of the change in task, that is, the increase in force gain helped participants to attain a stiffer neuromuscular setting in the PT sections. Gains were tuned to obtain high squared coherences for the admittance estimates [20].

H. Calculating B2P and B2FCL

The applied force $F_{\text{app}}(t)$ and the CD deflection $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$ were measured, together with the vehicle state, i.e., its position, heading angle, roll angle, etc. In the analysis, signals $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$ and $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ were used as commanded (not directly measured), and were cut to a length of $2^{12}$ samples (=40.96 s). This allowed calculating the frequency response functions of the B2P and B2FCL dynamics (see [20]).

B2P dynamics were estimated using the estimated cross-spectral density between $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ and $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$ ($\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,cd}}(j\omega_m)$) and the estimated auto-spectral density of $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ ($\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,mdist}}(j\omega_m)$)

$$\hat{H}_{\text{B2P}}(j\omega_m) = \frac{\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,cd}}(j\omega_m)}{\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,mdist}}(j\omega_m)}$$ (9)

where $\hat{H}_{\text{B2P}}(j\omega_m)$ is the estimate on frequencies $\omega_m$ of the B2P dynamics $H_{\text{B2P}}(s)$, with $s$ the Laplace variable.

B2FCL$^+$ dynamics were calculated using the estimated cross-spectral density between $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$ and $F_{\text{app}}(t)$ and the estimated auto-spectral density of $M_{\text{dist}}(t)$

$$\hat{H}_{\text{B2FCL}}^+(j\omega_m) = \frac{\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,app}}(j\omega_m)}{\hat{S}_{\text{mdist,mdist}}(j\omega_m)}$$ (10)

where $\hat{H}_{\text{B2FCL}}^+(j\omega_m)$ is the estimate of the actual B2FCL$^+$ dynamics $H_{\text{B2FCL}}^+(s)$ on frequencies $\omega_m$. Note that by using the $F_{\text{app}}(t)$ signal, and not $F_{\text{arm}}(t)$, the $\hat{H}_{\text{B2FCL}}^+(j\omega_m)$ dynamics are not corrected for CDFT dynamics. As the dynamics are meant to be used to construct a B2P model [using (5)] such a correction is not required.

Neuromuscular admittance was estimated using $F_{\text{dist}}(t)$, but as these estimates will not be the subject of discussion here, the interested reader is referred to [20].

I. Performance Metrics

Two model performance metrics and two task performance metrics were defined to quantify: 1) the model error; 2) the cancellation quality; 3) the HITS tracking performance; and 4) the control effort.

1) Model Error Metric: To quantify the model error, the sum of the squared logarithmic error was calculated between the measured and modeled B2P dynamics [35]

$$E = \sum \log \left( \frac{\hat{H}_{\text{B2P}}(j\omega_m)}{H_{\text{mod}}(j\omega_m)} \right)^2.$$ (11)

2) Cancellation Metric: A cancellation percentage, introduced in [21], was computed which indicates how much of the involuntary control inputs were canceled. This is evaluated by quantifying how much of the BDFT effects were removed when the model output $\theta_{\text{mod}}^\text{B2P}(t)$ was subtracted from the total CD deflection $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$. Using a frequency-decomposition technique [20], the total CD deflection $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$ can be decomposed in three parts

$$\theta_{\text{cd}}(t) = \theta_{\text{cd}}^\text{B2P}(t) + \theta_{\text{cd}}^\text{Mdist}(t) + \theta_{\text{cd}}^\text{res}(t)$$ (12)

that is, a contribution of $F_{\text{dist}}$, a contribution of $M_{\text{dist}}$, and a residual, $\theta_{\text{cd}}^\text{res}(t)$. The residual is the sum of the cognitive and remnant contributions [see (1)]. The components of (12) were calculated by evaluating the PSD of $\theta_{\text{cd}}(t)$, on either $\omega_f$, on $\omega_m$ or on all remaining frequencies. Through taking the
inverse fast Fourier transform of these PSDs, the time series were obtained (see [20] for details). Applying the same operation, the components of $\theta_{can}(t)$—the signal obtained after subtracting $\theta_{B2P}(t)$—could be obtained.

The cancellation percentage $P_{can}$ was introduced in [21] as the ratio of the root-mean-square (RMS) of $\theta_{can}^{Mdist}$ and $\theta_{cd}^{Mdist}$, which represent the $M_{dist}$ component before and after the cancellation was applied

$$P_{can} = \left(1 - \frac{\text{RMS}(\theta_{can}^{Mdist}(t))}{\text{RMS}(\theta_{cd}^{Mdist}(t))}\right) \cdot 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

With a good B2P model, $\theta_{can}^{Mdist}(t)$ will be small compared to the original $\theta_{cd}^{Mdist}(t)$ and $P_{can}$ will be close to 100%. In cases where the model is not as accurate, cancellation is less and $P_{can}$ will be lower or even negative.

3) Error Metric: Tracking performance was expressed using the average absolute heading error, $\mu_\psi$. Heading error equals the difference between the current vehicle heading $\psi$ and the target heading $\psi_{tar}$, defined as the heading of the section between the two frames where the vehicle is located

$$\mu_\psi = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |\psi_{tar}(k) - \psi(k)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $N$ is the number of measurement samples. Note that a high value implies a low tracking performance.

The heading error shows how well participants were able to follow the tunnel, independently from the actual position within the tunnel. In other words, participants were not penalized for being left or right from the center (or, in fact, inside or outside the tunnel) but rather for not aligning the vehicle heading with the tunnel heading.

The reason for using heading error rather than position error, is that the latter is not representative for task performance in this experiment. In the RT sections, the instruction was to stay inside the HITTS using minimal control effort, allowing a participant to use the full width of the tunnel; here, a position error would be inadequate to evaluate task performance.

4) Control Effort Metric: As a measure for control effort, the RMS of the derivative of the CD deflections (the steering speed) was calculated. To improve the reliability of this measure as a metric for effort, the residual CD deflections $\theta_{cd}^{res}(t)$ were used [see (12)]. By using the residual component, instead of the complete CD deflection signal, the direct effects (i.e., the feedthrough) of the two disturbance signals were removed. This improves the reliability of the metric as direct feedthrough is not related to control effort. $\theta_{cd}^{res}(t)$ consists of the sum of the cognitive control inputs and remnant. Control effort was defined as

$$E_{\theta_{cd}} = \text{RMS}(\dot{\theta}_{cd}^{res}(t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\dot{\theta}_{cd}^{res}(t)$ is the time derivative of $\theta_{cd}^{res}(t)$.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, first the results for the curved HITTS (CUR) will be presented in detail. Results for the straight HITTS (STR) are then briefly discussed; these have been reported in [36].
Fig. 6. Measured and modeled B2FCL$^+$ and B2P dynamics for participant #10, obtained in the identification measurements. This participant showed larger variations between trials and smaller differences between the PT and RT conditions than participant #7.

A deeper insight in the quality of the model can be obtained by looking at the measured and modeled dynamics for the participants with the lowest and highest model error, i.e., participants #7 and #10, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the measured B2FCL$^+$ and B2P dynamics obtained during the identification measurements for participant #7. The five repetitions for each task resulted in very similar B2FCL$^+$ and B2P dynamics, which indicates consistency in the execution of the tasks. Clear differences in dynamics between the two tasks can be observed, illustrating the within-subject variability in BDFT dynamics. The dynamics of the PT and RT models, obtained by performing a parameter fit on the time average of the five repetitions, are also shown in Fig. 5. The models describe the measured dynamics well, resulting in a low model error.

Fig. 6 shows result for participant #10, who had the largest model error. There are slightly larger variations between trials, but the model fits are still accurate. From this, it can be concluded that the B2FCL$^+$ and B2P dynamics were accurately captured, even for the participant with the largest model error. It should be noted that the differences between the RT and PT dynamics are much smaller for participant #10. In other words, this participant did not vary his/her neuromuscular behavior as much as participant #7. This illustrates that an accurate description of the BDFT dynamics indeed requires personalized model parameters.

The right column of Fig. 4 shows the model error during the cancellation experiment for both CAN and INC conditions. Note the difference in scale on the y-axes between the two columns. For the CAN condition, the model error quantifies the difference between the modeled B2P dynamics for a task and the B2P dynamics that were actually measured during that task. A small error indicates an accurate model. For the INC condition, the error quantifies the difference between the modeled B2P dynamics for one task and the B2P dynamics that were actually measured during the other task. A large error indicates a large difference between the B2P dynamics of the two tasks. It can be observed that for each participant the model error increases from PT-CAN to PT-INC. This is reflected in the average values: for PT-CAN the average $\mu$ = 11.76 ($\sigma$ = 4.29), while for PT-INC $\mu$ = 40.24 ($\sigma$ = 13.71). The results are similar for RT: for each participant the model error for RT-INC is always larger than the model error for RT-CAN. The average for RT-CAN $\mu$ = 7.47 ($\sigma$ = 2.99) and for RT-INC $\mu$ = 21.29 ($\sigma$ = 10.44). In summary, these results show that the model error is always larger for incongruent models than for congruent models, which is fully in line with expectations.

B. Cancellation Metric

Results for the cancellation metric are given in Fig. 7, which shows the average (bars) and standard error of the mean (lines) of $P_{\text{can}}$ (13), obtained for the six repetitions of the PT and RT sections in the CAN and INC conditions for each participant. For both PT and RT case, congruent cancellation (CAN) yielded a positive cancellation percentage in all conditions. For PT-CAN, the level of cancellation achieved varies between 33.5% and 61.0%, with $\mu = 47.0\%$ and $\sigma = 7.5\%$. For RT-CAN, the average is similar ($\mu = 47.6\%$) but the spread is much larger and cancellation varies between 13.4% and 71.6% ($\sigma = 20.2\%$). It can be concluded that for the PT a fairly robust result was obtained; cancellation was successful for each participant. For the RT, results vary much more between participants.

In the INC condition, for both PT and RT tasks the cancellation reduces compared to the CAN condition. Analysis of variance (repeated measures) showed a significant reduction in cancellation percentage from CAN to INC ($F(1, 10) = 59.4, p < 0.001$) and from PT to RT ($F(1, 10) = 29.3, p < 0.001$). Furthermore, a significant interaction between
condition and task was found \( F(1, 10) = 5.51, p < 0.05 \), caused by the fact that the INC condition shows a much larger effect on the PT task than on the RT task. For PT-INC \( (\mu = 3.0\%, \sigma = 23.2\%) \) and the cancellation percentage for some participants became negative, meaning that incongruent cancellation decreased instead of improved performance.

Overall, the RT-INC condition has lower cancellation levels \( (\mu = 33.9\%, \sigma = 13.0\%) \) than the RT-CAN condition. However, for four participants the cancellation is higher: participants #1–#3 and #9 (note that these are also the participants with the lowest RT-CAN results). From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the RT models for these participants were not of poorer quality than for other participants (recall that participant #10 showed the largest model error). Instead, these results can be explained by the fact that these participants behaved differently in the identification measurements and the cancellation experiment. In other words, in the RT-INC condition, these participants attained a “stiffer” NMS setting than during the identification measurements, making the PT model more appropriate.

Fig. 8 shows the measured B2FCL\(^+\) dynamics (magnitude only), obtained for the RT-INC condition, and the participant’s model dynamics for participant #1. Note that the PT model, which was applied in the INC condition, matches fairly well with the measured dynamics at low frequencies (<2 Hz). Hence, even though an RT was instructed, this participant behaved stiffer, i.e., closer to the PT, such that the PT model used in the RT-INC condition yielded better cancellation than the RT model in the RT-CAN condition. Several participants showed the tendency of performing a stiffer RT in the cancellation experiment than in identification measurements, in both RT-CAN and RT-INC conditions, but this effect was strongest for participants #1–#3 and #9.

The above leads us to conclude that, overall, the cancellation was successful. Four participants expressed different RT behavior between the identification measurements and the cancellation experiment, which led to the unexpected result that cancellation results in the RT-INC condition were better than in the RT-CAN condition. This issue was already touched upon earlier as a possible weakness of the current approach, in which the BDFT dynamics are not monitored online during the cancellation experiment. However, this should not be considered as a discouraging result. In fact, the observation that the participants that show fairly poor cancellation results in the RT-CAN condition show better results in the RT-INC condition further strengthens the conclusion that a model that better matches with the actual BDFT dynamics provides better cancellation results.

C. Tracking Error Metric

Fig. 9 shows the error metric (averaged absolute heading error, where high values mean low performance) for all conditions: STA, MOT, CAN, and INC. In this figure and the following, dashed gray lines connect the mean values obtained for each participant; bars show the mean across all participants, with the black lines the standard error of the mean. Analysis of variance (repeated measures) showed a significant difference between conditions \( F(3, 30) = 141.5, p < 0.001 \) and tasks \( F(1, 10) = 25.2, p < 0.001 \) and a significant interaction between conditions and tasks \( F(3, 30) = 26.9, p < 0.001 \).

Comparing the results for the STA and MOT conditions, for each participant the heading error increased with motion present. That is, BDFT effects deteriorated tracking performance considerably. A contrast on this difference was calculated for both PT and RT conditions and was significant [PT: \( t(30) = 8.01, p < 0.001 \) and RT: \( t(30) = 20.30, p < 0.001 \)].

Results obtained for the CAN condition indicate that, for all participants, performance improved due to the cancellation. For many participants the error metric approximates the value obtained in the STA condition, signifying considerable benefit from the cancellation. Contrasts between the MOT and CAN conditions were significant, for both PT and RT sections [PT: \( t(30) = 5.42, p < 0.001 \) and RT: \( t(30) = 13.71, p < 0.001 \)]. This confirms that the cancellation was indeed successful.
The importance of having an admittance-adaptive approach, which matches the cancellation to the current NMS dynamics of the operator, is signified by the fact that for the PT the INC condition yielded an increase in the error metric, i.e., a deteriorated performance, compared to the CAN condition. Here, the contrast between the CAN and INC conditions was significant ($t(30) = 5.42, p < 0.001$). For the RT, the differences between CAN and INC are smaller, and in some cases the INC even shows a slightly better performance (participants #1, #2, and #9). These are the same participants which showed better cancellation levels for the RT-INC than the RT-CAN condition, Fig. 7. For the RT, the contrast between the CAN and INC conditions was not significant ($t(30) = 0.951, p = 0.174$).

In conclusion, the performance data confirm the three experimental hypotheses. Performance deteriorates due to BDFT but can be largely restored when cancellation is active. In the PT, participants performed better with congruent cancellation than with incongruent cancellation.

**D. Effort Metric**

Fig. 10 shows the effort metric (average RMS of the CD deflection derivative) for the four conditions: 1) STA; 2) MOT; 3) CAN; and 4) INC. Here a high value indicates a high effort. Analysis of variance (repeated measures) showed a significant difference between conditions ($F(3, 30) = 35.7, p < 0.001$) and tasks ($F(1, 10) = 34.6, p < 0.001$) and a significant interaction between conditions and tasks ($F(3, 30) = 13.44, p < 0.001$). Effort increased, for all participants, from the STA to the MOT condition. The contrast on this difference is significant for both PT and RT case [PT: $t(30) = 8.10, p < 0.001$ and RT: $t(30) = 11.32, p < 0.001$]. It can be concluded that the addition of motion significantly increased control effort. Note the difference in the values of the effort metric obtained for the PT and RT; the much lower values in the RT task is in agreement with the task instruction to use “minimum effort.”

Cancellation in the CAN condition significantly decreased control effort [PT: $t(30) = 3.75, p < 0.001$ and RT: $t(30) = 3.44, p < 0.001$], for some participants back to the no-motion level (STA). In the CAN condition, only one participant (#2) showed higher effort with respect to the MOT condition, for all other participants effort decreased. Comparing the CAN and INC conditions, results for the PT showed a significant increase in effort ($t(30) = 2.76, p < 0.001$); in the RT, however, no significant difference was found ($t(30) = 0.59, p = 0.278$).

Although the control effort metrics show a larger spread than observed for the performance metric, overall the hypotheses are confirmed. Effort increases due to BDFT effects but can be significantly reduced when cancellation is active. For the PT, control effort was lower with congruent cancellation than with incongruent cancellation.

**E. Straight HITS Sections**

In the straight HITS conditions, cancellation yielded a positive percentage for all conditions and all participants. For PT-CAN, the cancellation level varied between 36.7% and 60.4% [average ($\mu$) 49.3% and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of 9.0%]. For RT-CAN the average is similar ($\mu = 50.9%$) but the variability between participants is considerably larger; $P_{\text{can}}$ varies between 15.0% and 73.8% ($\sigma = 21.1%$). The same participants as in the CUR conditions (#1–#3 and #9) showed the lowest cancellation results in the RT-CAN condition.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the tracking performance and control effort metrics, respectively. The trends in these metrics were the same at those found for the curved HITS conditions, with similar levels of statistical significance. For a detailed discussion, the reader is referred to [36].

The results obtained from the STR tunnels lead to the same conclusions regarding the BDFT hypothesis and the cancellation hypothesis as were obtained for the CUR tunnels. The successful cancellation of BDFT in both straight and curved
tunnels, using the same BDFT model, demonstrates the robustness of the approach and provides further evidence of its applicability.

VII. CONCLUSION

Regarding the hypotheses tested in the experiment, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1) **The BDFT Hypothesis Was Confirmed:** BDFT occurred in the MOT and significantly deteriorated tracking performance and increased control effort with respect to the STA.

2) **The Cancellation Hypothesis Was Confirmed:** With cancellation (CAN) the tracking error and control effort were significantly lower than without the cancellation (MOT).

3) **The Incongruency Hypothesis Was Only Partially Confirmed:** Incongruent cancellation (INC) leads to lower performance and higher effort than obtained with congruent cancellation (CAN) for the PT only.

The current results may raise the question what the added value is of having an admittance-adaptive approach at all, as the PT model seems to perform fine in both conditions. In fact, in an earlier publication [21], it was already predicted that “the ‘safer’ model choice appears to be the PT model, as it shows a partial reduction, even across tasks” (p. 1675). In the same publication it is added, however, that the level of cancellation that can be achieved with a PT model is lower than that which can be achieved with a task-specific model.

In the analysis it was shown that some participants executed the RT task differently in the identification measurements and the cancellation experiment. This led to a poor match between the BDFT model and the actual BDFT dynamics for these participants and this explains why the RT-INC showed better results than the RT-CAN condition for some participants. This illustrates the importance of using a BDFT model that matches the actual BDFT dynamics, i.e., the actual task that is performed.

In this paper only two types of control tasks were studied, the PT and RT. Evidently, an HO is capable of many different types of control behavior, each with its influence on the setting of the neuromuscular dynamics and thus on the BDFT dynamics. Studying the success of cancellation across a wider range of these possible settings is likely to show the benefit, if not the necessity, of an adaptive cancellation approach that matches the neuromuscular setting as closely as possible. This issue can only be properly addressed with online identification techniques that allow for real-time adaptation of the cancellation model to the current settings of the NMS. These methods are currently under development [31], [32]. Issues regarding the implementation and certification of such BDFT cancellation systems, e.g., aerospace vehicles, are to be addressed in future research.
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